OCCUPATIONAL SAFETY AND HEALTH RISK ASSESSMENT PROJECT
(For a decent youth employment in Malawi)

FINAL REPORT

MAY 1 TO DECEMBER 31, 2017

SECTION 1: PROJECT SUMMARY
1.1 Project title
Project Funder

Occupational Safety and Health Risk Assessment Project
Eliminating
Foundation

Children

Tobacco-growing

1.2 Project Provider



Tobacco Association of Malawi (TAMA)

1.3 Key partners







Tobacco Control Commission (TCC)
Department of OSH, Ministry of Labour
CLEAR II Partners
Tobacco Companies
District Executive Committees & DCLCs

1.4 Coordinator



Sam Kalimba

1.5 Duration of project

8 Months

1.6 Start and end date of project

May 1 – December 31 2017

1.7 Reporting Period

Final, May-December 2017

1.8 Location of the project
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1.9 Total project budget

(ECLT)

Mchinji (Simphasi Cooperative, T/A Simphasi)
Ntchisi (Chifundo Cooperative, T/A Kalumo &
Kamsonga Cooperative T/As Chilowoko & Malenga)
Dowa (Mpanda Cooperative, T/As Mponera &
Chawawa Cooperative, T/A Dzoole)
Rumphi
(Vilimudongo
Cooperative,
T/A
Chikulamayembe)

Zomba (Utwe Cooperative, T/A Chikowi)
Lilongwe (Kasiya Cooperative, T/A Khongoni)

Total Budget USD 40,000.00

SECTION 2: BACKGROUND TO PHASE II
2.1 Project Background:

This document identifies specific services that were provided by the Tobacco Association
of Malawi (TAMA) in support of the ECLT in expanding opportunities for youth above the
legal working age to gain decent youth employment in targeted tobacco growing areas
through increased occupational safety & health (OSH) and risk assessment training to
farmers affiliated with the Association. Services under this agreement were in accordance
with the budget set forth in Attachment B of the contract document for the time period
of May 1, 2017 – December 31, 2017.
In September 2012, the Malawi Government, in partnership with the International Labour
Organization (ILO), and with the support of ECLT, convened a National Conference on
Child Labour in Agriculture. Attended by more than 320 delegates from government,
business, trade unions, farmer associations, civil society, UN agencies, children and
development partners, the conference provided a national platform for high -level
discussions on a multitude of issues pertaining to child labour. The conference resulted in
sector -by-sector agreem ent to actions, whi ch i ncl uded, am ong other key
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recommendations, advancing the following two objectives which are recognized as
bei ng i n tegral to th e el i m i na t i on o f th e h aza rdo us form s o f chi l d l a bour :
• Promotion of decent youth employment for those above the minimum legal age
• Promotion and enforcement of good occupational safety and health laws
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In advancing the two objectives, ECLT initiated a pilot Decent Youth Employment Initiative
from 2013-15 to demonstrate and create conditions for decent youth employment for
young people age 14-18 years who work in agriculture youth employment, in partnership
with both the National Smallholder Farmers’ Association of Malawi (NASFAM), and the
Tobacco Association of Malawi (TAMA), by:
• Training farmers in safety and health risk assessment techniques, so local farmers can
analyze their own safety and health issues, and come up with simple, cost-effective
solutions
• Providing information and tech assistance to help farmers put into place the safety and
health improvements indicated on their assessments.
The Tobacco Association of Malawi (TAMA) received funding from the ECLT to run a
project on OSH from May to December 2016. The project was run successfully and had
some demands from the communities which were extended to the ECLT for consideration.
ECLT considered funding the Association for another period from May 2017 to October
with an extension to December 2017 upon observing the kind of impact the project was
making in the areas. This led to an inclusion of extra two Cooperatives from Zomba and
Lilongwe.
2.2 Project Goal and objectives:
The overall goal of the project is to assist ECLT to proliferate risk assessment training to the
TAMA farmer base to increase decent youth employment opportunities for youth above
the legal working age of 14-18 years in agriculture.

According to the Malawi Employment Act of 2000, children aged 14 and older are free
to work so long as it is in a job where they are not engaged in hazardous labour. However,
91% of employed youth in Malawi have a stake in agriculture where much of the work
they do is considered hazardous and, therefore, illegal.
Further, as their employment under hazardous conditions would be in breach of child
labour law, they would have to be removed from the workplace to a place of safety.
If smallholder farmers can be supported in making basic improvements in safety and
health standards, then much of what is currently regarded as “hazardous child labour”
could be reclassified as “decent youth employment” in agriculture.
By improving the overall health and safety circumstances in which work is carried out,
farmers not only help the youth, they also help to improve safety and health conditions
for themselves, any other adult family members who may be helping out (paid or unpaid),
and any waged labour they may hire.
SECTION 3: THE FINAL REPORT
3.1

Introduction

This final report presents activities which were implemented from May to December 2017. It
also shares success stories from all the impact areas. The implementation of activities was
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preceded by signing of contracts between the funder and the provider, a meeting with the
new CLEAR II Country Consultant, Mr Andrew Namakhoma and debriefing of all the District
Executive Committees (DECs) and District Child Labour Committees (DCLCs).
The project centred much on training farmers on Occupation Safety and Health to enable
them do self-risk assessments and provide solutions using simple technologies. As such, the
project design was to captivate from the already trained lead farmers through the
cooperatives and train lead farmers and TAMA Field Officers from the new cooperatives
incorporated in this phase who in turn became trainers of the rest of the farmers in their
respective constituencies.
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At the commencement, at district and community levels, Government and stakeholders in all
the six districts warmly re-welcomed and welcomed the project and pledged their support
and participation towards the project. The involvement of local authorities through the Village
Development Committees (VDCs) and the Area Development Committees (ADCs) was
effective and stakeholders admitted that decent youth employment through this project
design is the best way of combating Child Labour in tobacco growing areas in the country.
The involvement of all stakeholders such as above indicated and relevant government
officials in this project ensured that the project is sustainable after closure.
3.2

Activities implemented and achievements attained

This section presents specific activities, by output, which were implemented during the period
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Table 1: Activities
Activity
Output
1. Increase
capacity
 TAMA identified 7 new key staff to add on the existing
building opportunities
8 key staff who were trained in the first phase to serve
for TAMA and TCC to
as lead trainers on the OSH Risk Assessment
embed
the
Risk
methodology in a Training of Trainer sessions on the Risk
Assessment
training
Assessment methodology that were held from 12th to
methodology as part
15th June, 2017 at Zest Lodge in Machinga District and
of its OSH outreach
13th to 16th November 2017 at Linde Motel in Dowa
and training offerings
District facilitated by the OSH Expert from France in the
to membership base.
name of Peter.
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Participants and the Trainer, Peter Hurst at Zest Lodge

On special note, 6 TCC Managers and two DOSH
Officials attended the training where the TCC
discovered that they have a big role to play in the fight
against child labour through OSH. There is an
attachment of a speech by the DOSH representative.
TAMA coordinated and supported the following logistics:
2. Ground organization  Identification of trainers (participants) – noted above
 Identification of no less than 180 participating farming
families,
 Holding of more than 12 campaign meetings for
participation and implementing the project reaching out
to about 1800 farmers
 Debriefings to all the 6 district executive committees.
 Supporting DCLCs in carrying out inspections in public
workplaces.
 Publicising the first phase activities through a media tour.


Dowa DEC Meeting in progress
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Mchinji DEC Meeting in progress

A maize mill under inspection
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Media tour

3. Implementation of Risk Tama provided technical support for training of trainers via
Assessment Training
the following activities:
 Venue for the training
 Mobilisation of participants
 Materials for training
 Lunch and accommodation for the participants in
Zomba and Lilongwe.
Some of the trainings in pictures below:

Body mapping exercise at Utwe in Zomba

Utwe Cooperative members after training

4. Embed training into TAMA adapted and translated the existing Risk Assessment
the TAMA supported training resources that are being utilized as a “sustainable”
training outreach and TAMA training resource in this respect.
curricula offered to the
 The communications strategy that was developed
Association
assisted in having stickers, banners, TV Documentary,
Project Newsletter and media news coverage,
training aids and website uploads for the Risk
Assessment Training methodology to members of the
cooperatives and the general public.
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5. Partnership with the
Tobacco
Control
Commission





TAMA and TCC collaborates well towards the joint
agreement to align efforts articulated in the contract
and worked together towards addressing child labour
through the Occupation Safety and Health (OSH).
TAMA also enjoyed collaborating with the Office of the
ECLT Country Consultant, the ECLT Partners and the
entire industry through the Tobacco Processors
Association (TPA), a representative body of the
tobacco merchants in the country.
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Cooperatives’ Activities
This section presents to you the actual risks that the cooperative members reduced and or
totally mitigated in their respective impact areas.
1. Simphasi Cooperative
(Mchinji)

The members of the Cooperative continued from where they
stopped in 2016 in reducing risks concerning sanitation and
hygiene and hazards in public places such as maize mills and
schools.
Risk1. 2 Luck of running water at Chimteka Communiyt Day
Secondary School.
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The cooperative members assessed a situation at Chimteka
Community Day Secondary School in TA Simphasi. They
discovered that there is a girls boarding facility in which there
are an average of 148 boarders. The boarders used to wake
up early at dawn to queue alongside surrounding villagers to
fetch water at nearby boreholes as the only source of water
at the school had developed a fault. The school has an
electric pump whose motor ceased few years back. The
members of the cooperative rated the risk as very high as the
boarders were exposed to different kinds of dangers
including rape and other forms of sexual harassment and
little time for school activities. All these posed a danger of
having less girls attending secondary school in the area.

Head Teacher with the faulty motor The pump now feeds these tanks

Risk 2. Poor water drainage system at an existing borehole
Degree of risk was medium at the point of assessment and
likely to rise to high during the rainy season with the
infestation of mosquitoes thereby putting the villagers at risk
of suffering from Malaria. The Cooperative members and the
VDCs mobilised sand, stones and burnt bricks while the
project supported with cement and skilled labour.
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Old and new scenarios of the water drainage system.
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Inside the waste water tank

Another renovated drainage system

Risk 3. Protecting open wells
The members of the Cooperative also protected some wells
that put both children and the rest of the villagers at a risk of
falling into causing injuries and deaths.

A protected well at Mose Village

Risk 4. Unguarded maize mill machines
The Cooperative intensified reducing risk assessments in
public workplaces such as maize mills where a lot of people
frequent to mill their maize for flour production which is a
recipe for the nation’s staple food. In this phase the members
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of the Cooperative engaged the services of the Office of the
District Labour to inspect the maize mills in the Traditional
Authorities Simphasi and Zulu.
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Labour Inspectors at work in Mchinji

Risk 5. Lack of project ownership among chiefs
The members of the Cooperative organised a meeting with
village headmen to transfer ownership of the project funded
activities to ensure sustainability at the expiry of the contract.

Participants to the Chiefs’ meeting

In summary
• Over 30 villages, 6 schools from T/A Simphasi
benefited from the project.
• On average 900 farming families in T/A Simphasi were
the beneficiaries of the project.
• Mchinji District Executive Committee commended the
project for the efforts to ensure that the impact area
is free from hazardous work.
2. Chawawa Cooperative
(Dowa)

The cooperative members carried on with risk
assessments and farmer trainings in T/A Dzoole in Dowa
District. The following are the activities carried out.
Risk 1. Home based risk assessments
The Cooperative Members agreed to do self-risk assessments
in their homes in an effort to lead by example in the area.
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The actions done in improving the conditions included
demolishing dilapidated houses for better ones, renovating
rooftop materials of houses and toilets, and replacing old
and dilapidated toilets with new and better ones among
others.
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Workers moulding bricks for a better
housing structure

Risk 2. Unguarded Maize mill belts

The Cooperative members supported a maize mill
owner to guard a maize mill belt at Chimungu after over
six months of lobbying to have it done.

The unguarded machine

The guarded machine

Risk 3. Lack of curvet bridge linking 7 villages to a school

The Cooperative Members supported their community
with a curvet bridge on a road that links 7 villages to
Chimungu Primary School.

Old scenario

The new scenario

Risk 4. Knowledge gap among community dwellers
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The cooperative leadership managed to meet the
community enjoying the fruits of ECLT OSH Project to
mark the close of the project and reminded the
members to fully own the developments such as a
borehole, woodlot, a newly constructed curvet bridge
and the guarding of one maize mill belts and keep them
as lessoning figures symbolizing the need to keep up the
fight against hazardous child labour in the Area.
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Across section of the participating community members at Chawawa

In summary
 Over 11 villages translating into 330 farming families in
T/A Dzoole benefited, continue to benefit and will
pass on to the next generation the benefits from the
project.
 Over 600 school going children benefited from the
project in various ways.
3. Chifundo Cooperative
(Ntchisi)

Chifundo Cooperative Members focused on reducing risks
intended at protecting people and their livestock from
getting injured or killed due to dangers of open wells and
unguarded maize mill belts in the impact area.
Risk 1. Unguarded maize mill belts
The members engaged the services of the District Labour
Office to inspect maize mills around the impact area. In line
with the inspections, a follow up activity was to convene a
meeting with maize mill owners to train them on OSH.
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A session of the Maize mill owners training

Risk 2. Lack of protected and safe water sources
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The Members engaged the services of the Ntchisi District
Water Department to install hand pumps at Manguwale and
Mpotachamba villages.
They also protected, put lining and cover to 3 other wells at
Kanyenda, Nthesa and Madzi villages in the Traditional
Authority Kalumo’s area.

One of the places where the hand pumps were installed

Risk 3. Knowledge gap in maintaining the hand pumps
The members identified the knowledge gap among the
water users on maintenance skills as a risk that would bring
back the situation after having the pump broken down.
Hence they arranged for a training workshop that was
conducted by the Department of Water in the District.
30 people inclusive of youths were trained as maintenance
technicians to ensure sustainability.
In summary
 18 villages translating into about 540 farming families
around the impact area benefited from the project
activities.
 Government departments also benefited as they
easily carried out their expected duties courtesy of the
project.
4. Kamsonga
Cooperative (Ntchisi)

Kamsonga Cooperative worked in T/As Malenga and
Chilowoko in the areas of providing road network to school
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going children and the villagers and did more on inspection
of maize mills.
Apart from the support from the project, the members
continued carrying out campaigns and sensitisations on the
importance of applying OSH concept all the time and
specifically to remember filling up all open and deep pit
holes that were sunk for the purpose of being used as wells
but due to unavailability of water they were abandoned as
well as the need for Maize mill owners to guard the open
machines on their own. In all these activities, relevant
committees and government departments were engaged.
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The curvet that used be easily washed away by runoff water
thereby blocking school going children from attending classes a
good part of the rainy season, which in Malawi starts from
November to March in a good year has since been renovated.
Village Headman Mbiya in picture happily received the curvet
bridge.

In Summary


5. Vilimudongo
Cooperative (Rumphi)

About 24 villages benefited from the project
activites translating into 720 farming families in
which over 60 youths received knowledge on
bridge construction as they participated through
the provision of unskilled labour.

The Cooperative members worked on a number of risks
in a number of areas including reducing distances to
water sources among legally accepted young workers
by replacing a dysfunctional water pump, maintaining
a borehole; reducing risks of school children who are at
risk of falling into an old pit latrine by renovating the
toilet; and reducing risks of road users from being swept
away by runoff water during rainy season when crossing
a bridge by replacing the old structure. Below are some
pictures depicting what is described herein.
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Before

After
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Before

After

Before

After

Before

After
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In summary
 A total of 390 farming families in 26 villages in TA
Chikulamayembe in Rumphi benefitted from the
project in the period under review.
 The project observed the area has a lot of rivers and
streams that hinder children from attending school
mainly in rainy season. It is therefore recommended to
the Rumphi DEC that deliberate effort must be put in
place to help the school going children and other
villagers access some essential amenities more
especially in the non-impact areas of this project.
 Members of the Cooperative are continuing
sensitising their society on the importance of OSH.
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6. Utwe Cooperative
(Zomba)

The cooperative was new among the experienced
ones having been incorporated for the first time. Right
from after the initial ToT that took place at Zest Lodge at
Liwonde, the leaders of the cooperative showed
understanding of the concept. When a localised
training was conducted to fellow farmers, the members
grasped the concept and already listed several risks
that they needed to reduce and they did. They
managed to train canteen operators on health tips that
meant to reduce the practice of having their clients
wash hands using the same basin. The members also
worked on mounting humps on the earth roads around
market places to reduce motor cycle accidents. They
worked on protecting and covering open wells in
surrounding villages. The cooperative worked on more
trainings and assessments in rural markets and maize
mills and worked together with market committees and
village development committees. The community
members used own resources without special support
from the project in most cases.

Body mapping exercise

Utwe Cooperative Members

Area of Concern
The area has 14 maize mills. As such the exercise to fix
belt guards is far from being finalised. However, it should
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be noted that some maize mail owners complained of
lack of funding to facilitate covering of their maize mill
belts as they small scale businesses who only give a
chance to villagers to walk short distances to
sophisticated maize mills.
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The kind of maize mill structures in rural Malawi

In summary
 Utwe Cooperative took the OSH concept to
tobacco growers of the Southern part of Malawi
with about 27 villages translating to 810 farming
families directly involved in the project.

7. Kasiya Cooperative
(Lilongwe)

The Project Team took advantage of the extension of
the project period from October to December to
include one new entrant Cooperative in the project
with an aim to expand the impact area so that the
concept is widely spread among the farmers. TAMA
believes that the OSH issues are real in the country and
are not specific to areas and hence calls for a speedy
spread of the concept across the country.
The Team in the month of November conducted
awareness meeting at the Cooperative before the ToT.
The Team also facilitated a Cooperative Training in
which, those who went for the ToT at Linde trained their
fellow members as peers. The localized training went on
well and more risks were identified by the members of
the Cooperative, some had since been worked on
already as they just required their actions while some
needed technical and financial support.
The Cooperative members went on risk assessment
exercise in the Kasiya Area. They managed to isolate
some risks that they managed to reduce with self-help
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mode as they did not require some financial assistance
while some that required project support include;
protecting a well and turning an unused open well into
a pit latrine for communal use as part of village
sanitation process.
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Unused well being turned into a pit latrine at Kasiya

In Summary
 As a new entrant within a short period time, the
Kasiya Cooperative has done enough to spread
the concept among farmers from Lilongwe west.
The farmers showed some hunger to learn and do
more.
 The cooperative reached out to about 17 villages
which translate into 510 farming families.
3.3

Impact






A total of 4, 200 families have been reached out from 373 villages of the impact
areas.
Assisted government institutions to perform their duties in various ways in sectors
of labour, water, public works, health and agriculture in general.
A total of 10 bridges (both temporary and long term) were constructed in the
impact areas in collaboration with the village development committees.
Equipped over 90 children aged 15-17 with artisan skills through working together
with the skilled artisans in the project activities.
Over 4, 500 school going children were reached out either directly or indirectly
through their use of the facilities brought by the project.

Lessons learnt
a) It is easier to train farmers in Malawi on OSH through action by way of supporting
them rather than only training them using theory.
b) Literacy levels or illiteracy levels have nothing to do with understanding the concept
of OSH as the project’s approach of using body mapping offered an opportunity to
the farmers of different levels of literacy and the concept was well understood.
3.4

Successes
a) The project worked with TCC in an effort to build the capacity of the TCC Officials on
matters to do with child labour.
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b) The project collaborated with the support from the directorate of OSH in the Ministry
of Labour that had been out for a long time in the fight against child labour.
c) The collaborative working relationship with the local leaders i.e. the T/As and the
VDCs/ADCs brought in ownership among the communities in which the project was
being implemented.
d) The uplift of livelihoods within the months of operations in the impact areas through
potable safer water in homes and farms to offer opportunities to farmers to reduce
risks of contaminating the GTS, improved road network, good health from light works
and shorter distances, and safer environment through safe keeping of chemical
wastes vindicates the significance of the OSH concept among farmers.
3.5
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Challenges
a) The 2017 Christmas holidays hampered the operations of the of the project making
it difficult to monitor and finalise the project as expected.
b) Involvement of VDCs, ADCs and other government offices meant to work within
them limits and speed that did not auger well with the contract period.

4.0 Conclusion
Results of the project have been encouraging to all players in Malawi i.e. project team (TAMA),
participating cooperatives, ECLT National Consultant, District Child Labour Committees and District
Executive Committees, Traditional Authorities and their development committees, Village
Headmen and their development committees and the tobacco industry in general. It is within this
premise that the team wishes to register her contribution to the ECLT in the fight against child labour
in tobacco growing communities and assures the ECLT that it is more than ready to continue so that
the desire to mitigate risks among the tobacco growing communities is fully developed and
nurtured which will eventually improve the livelihoods of the societies.
The project has proved beyond reasonable doubt that farmers in the impact areas (which may
apply to the whole country) were ignorant but ready to adopt the OSH concept. There was great
enthusiasm and increased level of understanding among the participating farmers that were doing
it for the second time and great zeal among those that did for the first time.
The project complemented Malawi Government’s effort to sensitise the public on OSH. The Director
of OSH in the Ministry of Labour, Sports, Youth and Manpower Development Mr. Happy Gowero
confirmed this during the official commissioning of the farmers training as he said that it was
supposed to be their department conducting such trainings and not only in few areas but the whole
country.
The project provided knowledge to the people of the impact areas on the dangers of deaths and
injuries caused by unsafe working environment and since the project began there have been no
reported cases of death and injuries or incidences related to human negligence as participating
communities had been reporting earlier during trainings.
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